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5 Consideration of Alternatives and Options 

5.1 Introduction 

The determination of Phase 1 was that there are various alternatives and options 

worthy of further examination which have the potential to resolve the transportation 

and safety issues identified on the N24 corridor between Cahir and west of Oola in 

County Limerick. An “alternative” refers to a specific transport mode (road, rail, 

bus, air etc.) or demand management proposal (fiscal, control, ITS measures etc.) 

which could address the need for an intervention and “options” refer to the specific 

road measures that may be developed as part of the road alternative. Hereafter in 

this report, the term ‘alternative’ refers to the rail, bus, air, demand management 

proposals, street proposals etc whereas the term ‘options’ refers to the road 

measures excluding streets. 

Alternatives and options are considered and brought through a structured appraisal 

process during Phase 2 of the project to identify a Preferred Transport Solution. 

Due to the nature of alternatives, they are assessed separately, for their own merit, 

as stand-alone entities to determine how well they could resolve the transport issues 

identified and meet the project objectives and are not assessed against each other. 

Equally the alternatives are not compared against the options for the road 

alternative. 

The alternatives and options included in the Option Selection process fall under the 

following headings: 

• Do-Nothing 

• Do-Minimum (planned and committed projects) 

• Do-Something Alternatives (active travel, improved public transport, demand 

management measures) 

• Do-Something Option Corridors (road-based interventions as part of the road 

alternative) 

5.2 Identification of Alternatives and Options 

The methodology for identifying feasible alternatives and options followed the 

process as outlined in TII PAG Unit 4.0 (Consideration of Alternatives and 

Options)1, to identify and systematically appraise a multi-modal range of possible 

interventions to address the transportation issues identified along the N24 corridor. 

The initial step focussed on identifying potential alternatives and options that may 

address the need for intervention. This exercise was undertaken at a very high level 

in a design workshop, where potential alternatives and options were discussed in 

advance of any detailed transportation modelling, engineering analysis or 

environmental appraisal, to identify alternatives and options which could be 

 
1 TII 2016. Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads Unit 4.0 PE-PAG-02013, October 
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brought forward for detailed analysis. During this workshop, any potential 

alternatives and options were qualitatively assessed against the stated Project 

Objectives (detailed in Chapter 1 of this report) to establish, at a fundamental level, 

if these alternatives and/or options would respond to the transportation issues 

identified along the N24 corridor. The alignment of the project objectives with the 

four Investment Priorities of the National Investment Framework for Transport in 

Ireland (NIFTI) is set out in Chapter 1. Therefore, the sifting of alternatives and 

options against these project objectives ensures that the output of the sifting process 

aligns with the NIFTI Investment Priorities.  

These initial alternatives and options included a Do-Nothing and a Do-Minimum 

Option and a range of Do-Something Alternatives and Do-Something Options. The 

Do-Something Alternatives and Options were developed incrementally in 

accordance with the intervention hierarchy, as set out in the NIFTI policy, of 

prioritising active modes ahead of private car and were grouped under the headings 

of Active Travel, Public Transport and Demand Management before introducing 

road-based interventions to cater for the road alternative, each of which is described 

in more detail below. Only Alternatives and Options which were feasible and 

practical from the perspective of delivering on the over-riding project objectives of 

solving the problems identified, whilst also adhering to the essential shift towards 

climate resilient and sustainable development, were advanced for further 

consideration in the process. 

5.2.1 Do-Nothing Option 

One of the first steps in the Option Selection process was the consideration of the 

Do-Nothing Option. The Do-Nothing Option does not provide for any investment 

in the transportation network and infrastructure (other than routine maintenance) 

along this section of the N24 corridor. 

The Do-Nothing Option comprises an examination of the existing transportation 

network and infrastructure and its ability to meet future transportation demands, in 

the absence of any upgrade works other than routine maintenance. 

The Do-Nothing Option was assessed against the Project Objectives detailed in 

Chapter 1. This appraisal found that the Do-Nothing Option: 

• would not offer a positive economic benefit as it would not serve to reduce the 
existing congestion which is the cause of the journey time problems 

• would result in a further decrease in efficiency of the transportation 
infrastructure over time 

• would not offer any improvement to safety as it is essentially a continuation of 
the existing situation whereby many junctions make no provision for vulnerable 
road users 

• would not benefit smart mobility / public transport initiatives as it does not 
facilitate any improvement on these fronts 

The Do-Nothing Option was further examined, and various projects and plans were 

identified which are committed and likely to be implemented. The identification of 
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these schemes rendered the Do-Nothing Option redundant, and it was discounted 

from further consideration. 

5.2.2 Do-Minimum Option 

The subsequent step from the Do-Nothing Option in the intervention hierarchy is 

the Do-Minimum Option which involves an examination of the existing 

transportation networks and infrastructure and existing policy and plans for this 

section of the N24 corridor. In this scenario, the existing transportation networks 

and infrastructure combined with likely and committed transportation schemes 

were examined to determine their ability to meet future transportation demands. 

Planned and committed projects along this corridor were identified following 

consultation with Tipperary County Council and Limerick City and County 

Council. Transportation schemes with the potential to affect transport demand and 

capacity were included in the Do-Minimum Option and include the following: 

• N74 Fr. Mathew Street, Tipperary 

• N24 Knockagh, Cahir Pavement Improvement 

• N74 Ballyhusty, Tipperary Realignment 

• N24 Ballydrehid, Cahir Bends to Toureen Cross, Bansha 

• L83274-0 Clonbeg Bridge, Aherlow 

• Tipperary: Upgrade of Market Yard 

• Tipperary: 800 metre walkway along River Ara 

• Cahir: A Pathway to the Regeneration of Cahir Town Centre: Re-establishing 
the Historic Square as the Living-Working Quarter 

• N24 Brooks and Oola Bridge Road Improvement Scheme 

The Do-Minimum Option was assessed against the Project Objectives detailed in 

Chapter 1. This appraisal found that the Do-Minimum Option: 

• would not offer a positive economic benefit as it would not serve to reduce the 
existing congestion which is the primary cause of the journey time problems 

• would not offer a significant improvement to safety as traffic will continue to 
increase on the existing network without any release of congestion in the highly 
trafficked urban areas 

• does not offer any significant benefit or disbenefit to the environment as the 
schemes within the Do-Minimum are of a magnitude that are minor in nature 
and are unlikely to involve significant impacts on the environment 

• as there will still be congestion within Tipperary Town, this option would not 
benefit public transport / active travel initiatives to the level required to meet 
the project objectives 

• would not reduce the potential for conflict with vulnerable road users to the 
level required to meet the project objectives 

The Do-Minimum Option was discounted as a single overall transportation solution 

but is retained as the Base Case against which all other potential transport solutions 

are assessed. 
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5.2.3 N/M20 Corridor 

The N/M20 Cork to Limerick scheme seeks to provide better connectivity between 

Cork and Limerick. This scheme is currently at Phase 3. Various scenarios were 

examined and discounted, during Phase 1 of that project, prior to the identification 

of feasible alternatives and options which were further studied and assessed during 

Phase 2 of the project. One such discounted scenario included the consideration of 

a new route on the R513 corridor from the M8 at Mitchelstown to the N24 at 

Ballysimon (see Plate 5.2.1 below). The N/M20 Cork to Limerick scheme 

determined that the road-based scenario which meets its Project Objectives is 

centred on a new route in the existing N20 corridor from Blarney to Patrickswell 

and that the route on the R513 from the M8 at Mitchelstown to the N24 at 

Ballysimon did not meet its Project Objectives. 

 

Plate 5.2.1  Option Selection Process (Source www.corklimerick.ie) 

At the commencement of this project, consideration was given to the adjacent study 

on the N/M20 and consultation with the project team on that scheme was 

undertaken through regular co-ordination meetings. An assessment was undertaken 

of the above N/M20 scenario (i.e. a new route in the R513 corridor from the M8 at 
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Mitchelstown to the N24 at Ballysimon as a possible solution for the transport 

issues identified on the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction Project). The Limerick to 

Cahir traffic would travel via a new route on the R513 to the M8 at Mitchelstown 

and then return north to Cahir on the M8, or continue to Waterford via Cork and the 

N25, thus negating the need for an upgrade to the N24 corridor between Cahir and 

Oola. The conclusion of this assessment was that such a scenario was discounted as 

it would not meet the Project Objectives for many reasons including: 

• would not offer a positive economic benefit as it would not serve to reduce the 
existing congestion on the existing N24 through Tipperary Town as the traffic 
would not transfer due to the new route being 40% longer 

• would not offer any improvement to safety on the existing N24 at Brookes and 
Oola railway bridges and between Tipperary Town and Cahir 

• would not benefit public transport / active travel initiatives in Tipperary Town 

• would not improve regional connectivity between Limerick and Waterford as 
traffic on this route would continue to travel on the existing N24 

• would not support the compact growth of Tipperary Town or improve the 
existing environment within the town and congestion would prevail with a 
negative impact on noise and air quality 

• would not provide opportunities to enhance the local amenity and heritage value 
of the area 

• would provide limited opportunity to enhance accessibility to key facilities, 
such as employment, education, transport and healthcare from designated rural 
zones within the study area for all modes of transport and in turn reduce social 
exclusion 

• would provide limited opportunity to enable walking and cycling opportunities 
in a safer environment for the communities along the corridor 

As the N24 corridor links Limerick and Waterford, consideration was given to using 

the preferred corridor for the N/M20 project from Limerick to Cork coupled with 

the N25 from Cork to Waterford as a possible option. However, this too was 

discounted as it clearly did not meet any of the Project Objectives identified in 

Chapter 1 for the N24 corridor from west of Oola to Cahir and was over 70% longer 

in distance. 

The conclusion of this assessment is that the preferred corridor for the N/M20 

corridor is not a feasible option for the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction Project as 

it cannot deliver on the Project Objectives. 

5.2.4 Feasible Alternatives and Options 

Following the initial sifting exercise above and the discounting of the Do-Nothing 

Option and the N/M20 scenarios, a refined list of potential solutions was defined to 

identify feasible alternatives and options for more detailed appraisal together with 

the Do-Minimum Option which was retained as the Base Case. These alternatives 

and options were developed in line with the principles set out in NIFTI where modal 

hierarchy is first considered and then intervention hierarchy. The alternatives align 

with the modal hierarchy and options for the road alternative align with intervention 

hierarchy and include options to maintain, optimise and improve the existing N24 
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and options for a new road. Plate 5.2.2 below provides a flowchart of the process 

that will be followed during the option selection process for the project. 

 

Plate 5.2.2  Option Selection Process 
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5.2.4.2 Alternatives 

An analysis was undertaken in Phase 1 of the existing travel patterns and existing 

demand versus the existing provision of infrastructure enabling active travel and 

the existing public transport services, both bus and rail. Based on a gap analysis of 

the demand versus the existing provision / services, a range of possible alternatives 

were developed incrementally from small scale improvements to more significant 

investments and are grouped under the following headings: 

• Active Travel 

• Public Transport (Bus) 

• Public Transport (Rail) 

• Demand Management 

• New road infrastructure within the urban environment to facilitate connectivity 

and provision of active travel measures (Streets) 

These alternatives are detailed and undergo a Stage 1 assessment in Chapter 6 of 

this report. 

5.2.4.3 Options 

The road-based alternative (excluding streets) was assessed under the heading of 

options. An assessment was undertaken in Phase 1 of the existing road network 

within the study area and concluded that significant lengths of the N24 consist of 

legacy national road network, typically constructed without geometric or pavement 

design to current standards resulting in many alignment deficiencies and associated 

limited overtaking opportunities. Furthermore, the high traffic flows on the N24 

together with sections of poor alignment and congestion experienced in the built-

up areas, narrow cross-section and frequent junctions with local road and frontage 

access has resulted in a high number of collisions. 

Arising from the conclusions of the assessment of the existing road network, a range 

of options for improvement of the road network were developed, again ranging 

from small scale improvements whereby reuse of the existing asset is maximised to 

off-line new road infrastructure. The first of the Do-Something Options is the On-

line Management Option which seeks to reuse as much of the existing infrastructure 

and rationalise existing junctions and accesses. The development of this option is 

detailed in Appendix A.5.1. Cognisance was also taken of the previous studies 

which examined the transport issues between New Pallasgreen and Cahir and the 

preferred option corridor from those studies was included as one of the off-line 

options for further assessment as part of this current project. 

5.2.4.4 Environmental Workshop No. 1 

Environmental Workshop No. 1 was held on 1 December 2020. This involved 

gathering the full project team including the environmental specialists together for 

an interactive discussion focused on identifying key constraints for each individual 

discipline and glean the interactions between each discipline in order to establish 
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optimum alternatives and option corridors whilst minimising the impacts on the 

receiving environment. 

5.2.4.5 Environmental Workshop No. 2 

Environmental Workshop No. 2 was held on 21 April 2021. Each of the 

environmental specialists provided an update on their key constraints within the 

study area based on any additional surveys carried out since the Environmental 

Workshop No. 1 and feedback from Public Consultation No. 1 – Constraints (refer 

to Section 6.2 and Appendix A.6.2.1). 

The workshop then focussed on the potential Stage 1 Alternatives and Options. 

Each option corridor was reviewed from beginning to end with an opportunity for 

all present to recommend further modifications to the alternatives and option 

corridors in order to minimise the impacts to the receiving environment. During this 

workshop the following key constraints were discussed in greater detail resulting in 

these changes: 

• the presence of Annex I habitat within the Lower River Suir Special Area of 

Conservation was noted on the crossings of two of the option corridors to the 

north of the existing N24. To provide an option which avoided a direct impact 

on the Annex I habitat which in turn would result in an impact on site integrity 

an additional ‘switch’, was identified and further developed by the design team 

for inclusion in the Stage 1 Alternatives and Options. 

• The presence of Oola Castle and associated archaeological potential resulted in 

a realignment of the western section of one of the option corridors. 

The conclusion of this workshop was the refinement of alternatives and option 

corridors with the identification of the five alternative scenarios detailed in Chapter 

6 of this report, and the four option corridors with six switches detailed in Chapter 

7 of this report, for inclusion in the Stage 1 appraisal process. 
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